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Abstract 

The infantile roots of Freud’s attitude towards religion are well known. However, the 

adolescent mold in which this attitude was formed has not received attention. Freud’s 

adolescent letters reveal the consolidation of this attitude in an adolescent conflict 

regarding dependency on the pre-oedipal dyadic father. I suggest literary analogies 

for this father constellation in the Biblical figures of Joseph and Moses. 

 

Adolescence and Consolidation 

Psychoanalysts tend to regressive reduction: the earlier the better. The psychoanalysis 

of Freud’s attitude towards religion has not escaped this trend (See Meissner (1984), 

Shengold (1993) , Rice (1990), Gay (1987,1988). However, it is also true that the 

final form of many constellations with infantile origins is consolidated during 

adolescence (Kalina, 1975).  Freud (1905) himself defined the final orchestration of 

sexuality, with all its infantile roots, as taking place during puberty. Freud the 

clinician trying to unravel the neurosis of Rat Man wrote : 

  If we do not wish to go astray in our judgment   

   of their historical reality, we must above all     

  bear in mind that people's "childhood memories" 

  are only consolidated at a later period, usually the 
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  age of puberty; and that this involves a complicated 

  process of remodeling, analogous in every way to 

  the process by which a nation constructs legends  

  about its early history. (1909, p.206,n.1 , see Marcus, 1984, pp. 143-4) 

A Godless Youth : “Feschen” and Threatened 

I wish here to add a look at the adolescent form of Freud’s views on religion. The 

recently published correspondence of the adolescent Freud and his pal Eduard 

Silberstein, written when Freud was 15 to 25 years old (1989,1990) make this 

possible. As Gay (1988) among others (e.g. Newton, 1995, p.68) have noted, Freud 

already appears here as a convinced materialist, "the God-denier"(p.63) (der 

Gottesleugner) (p.74), and the "godless medical man and empiricist"(p.70)(gottloser 

Mediziner und Empiriker)(p.82). He makes frequent ironic reference to God with the 

banter is of a youth self-consciously free of any religious belief and interested in 

poking - generally lighthearted - fun to maintain this freedom. There is no evidence 

whatever of any deep "deconversion" experience  (see Marcus, 1984). 

 However we also find here a record of Freud's only known flirt with Theism. 

In his first year at the University of Vienna, academic year 1874-75, he attended the 

lectures of the philosopher Franz Brentano, and visited him at his home on two 

occasions. Freud’s brush with God is definitely mediated by the idealization of His 

advocate. Freud describes Brentano as a " remarkable man, (a believer -er ist 

Gottesglaubiger(p.109) -a teleologist (!) and a Darwinian and a damned clever fellow, 

a genius in fact) who is, in many respects, an ideal human being (p.95)." Under 

Brentano’s influence, Freud felt compelled to suspend his disbelief: 

  I am only a theist by necessity, and am honest enough to confess 

  my helplessness in the face of his argument (meine Hilflosigkeit 

  gegen sein Argument)...however, I have no intention of surrendering  

  so quickly or completely .. I ... meanwhile reserve judgment  
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  on the choice between theism and materialism. For the time 

  being, I have ceased to be a materialist and am not yet a theist 

  (pp.104-5, ellipses added).(Verlaufig bin ich nicht mehr Materialist 

  auch noch nicht Theist,p.118.) 

 Two weeks later Freud is more reserved, perhaps frightened, and surely 

conflicted: 

  Ever since Brentano advanced such ridiculously simple arguments 

  in favor of his God (Seit B. auf so lacherlich leichte Weise mir 

  seinen Gott disputiert hat) I have been afraid that one fine day 

  I will be taken in by the scientific proofs of the validity of spiritualism, 

  homeopathy, by Louise Lateau, etc. In short, I have been too little 

  the dogmatist (Das macht, Ich war zu wenig Dogmatiker, an Allem)... 

  Indeed, his God is a mere logical principle (ein bloss logisches  

  Prinzip) and I have accepted it as such... How far he allows regard for  

  God to affect life is still unclear ... And I still have to find out what 

  he thinks of ritual (Kultus) and a thousand other things that are more 

  important in practice than his empty God concept (sein leerer  

  Gottesbegriff). Unfortunately, when we allow the God concept 

  we start down a slippery path. We shall have to wait and see how far 

  we fall (pp. 106-7, ellipses added). (Es ist leider eine abschüssige  

  Bahn, die man mit dem Zugestandis des Gottesbegriffs betritt. Wir  

  wollen abwarten, wie weit wir fallen konnen). (pp. 120-121). 

 And finally , after an additional two weeks, he commiserates with his friend's 

search for truth in life (politics) while Freud, with the "same urgency" seeks it in 

science. Calling himself “a former swashbuckling (feschen) stubborn materialist." (p. 

109) Freud bemoans his intellectual fate: 

  The bad part of it, especially for me, lies in the fact that science of  
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  all things seems to demand the existence of God .. According to 

  a verbal account by Brentano, Prof. Fick (physiologist) of Wurzburg 

  ... emphasized it in his lectures .. we are completely powerless in the 

    face of attacks from that quarter.(p. 111, ellipses added) (Gegen  

   einen  Angriff von dieser Seite stehen wir ganz machtlos da, p. 126).       

He concludes, "I cannot promise that I shall be holding these views next week." 

 I think the voice of a youth struggling not to fall into belief rings out very 

clearly. Freud is shaken and frightened. The regressive pull of a belief in God -and the 

relinquishment of his "swashbuckling" denial of God - might lead him into all sorts of 

eccentricities (and dependencies).  

 The intensely personal nature of this encounter with God is reflected in none 

less than a change in Freud's own name. At birth Freud was named Sigismund. In his 

youth he shortened and modernized it to Sigmund, which he kept for the rest of his 

life. The name Sigismund recurs as Freud's signature in two periods during these 10 

years of letters - and both are periods in which he writes of God. The first period 

includes 4 letters from September to November 1874,and was written during his first 

term at the University of Vienna. The first of these letters is one that contains a 

lengthy ironic postscript relating to the Jewish New Year (Neujahr) which had just 

past. Freud pokes fun at the so-called metaphysical nature of religion, and suggests 

that the Holy Days are really distinguished by special foods and the resulting 

digestive disturbances.  

  ...even the God-denier who is fortunate enough to    

  belong to a tolerably pious family cannot deny the holiday 

  when he puts a New Year's Day morsel to his lips (p.63)  

  (selbst der Gottesleugner, der das Glück hat, einer   

   leidlich frommen Familie anzugehoren, kan, den Feiretag nicht 

  leugnen)(p.63) 
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He concludes that "our festivals have long since survived our dogmas," and jokes that 

in taking part in holiday feasts,  

  whereas the pious (Frommen) believe they are doing good works  

  we worldlings (Weltkinder) are conscious of  having eaten 

  a good meal.(p.63) 

Brentano's classes are mentioned in passing, and in the final letter he mentions the 

irony that, " I, the godless medical man and empiricist" study with Brentano," a 

splendid man,  ... even though he deems it necessary to support this airy existence of 

God with his own expositions."(pp. 70-71) The name Sigmund then reappears, and 

Sigismund shows up only one more time, in the letter of April 11, 1875, the last of the 

detailed Brentano letters quoted above. 

 I believe it is fair to suggest that there is something astir here (contra. Gay, 

1988, p. 5, note). I suggest that we find here an expression of Freud’s struggle to 

avoid an inner regressive pull to a younger and more dependent subject. Face to face 

with Brentano and God, he feels acutely the conflict of the “swashbuckling 

materialist” who is emotionally strained by the adjuration of the comfort of Theism.  

Freud’s well known “mature” views on religion seem in this context frozen at his 

turning away from the “slippery path”. A full 45 years later Freud's wrote: 

  It is still more humiliating to discover how large a number of 

  people living to-day who cannot but see that this religion is 

  untenable, nevertheless try to defend it piece by piece in a  

  series of pitiful rearguard actions ... these philosophers who  

  think they can rescue the God of religion by replacing him 

  with an impersonal, shadowy and abstract principle. (1930, p. 74,  

  ellipses added) 
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The Dyadic Father, The Adolescent, and the Ego Ideal 

Freud seems to appear in the midst of a conflict, and at a particular developmental 

crossroads. If we give serious consideration to our knowledge of the development of 

19 year old boys we may come to better understand the inner workings of this brilliant 

and troubled youth. 

Let us first go backwards, and in Freud’s own words. In Group Psychology and the 

Analysis of the Ego Freud wrote: 

  The small boy's first emotional tie to another person is to the  

  father. This is an active, masculine wish to be like him and 

  to take his place. This is preparatory to the oedipal phase. 

  This subsists alongside the slightly later development of object 

  ties to the mother. These two trends later come into triangular  

  conflict due to the irresistible advance towards unification of mental  

  life. The identification, being oral, was in principle ambivalent from  

  the start but the hostile side becomes prominent and problematic 

  only once the boy feels his father stands in the way of his possession 

  of the mother.(1921, p. 105) 

There is an early dyadic bond with the father that precedes the triangular oedipal 

conflict. Indeed, Freud’s approaches to both Brentano and God have nothing 

triangular about them and seem completely dyadic. 

 But Freud was 19 years, not 19 months old. Peter Blos (1987) discusses 

Freud's "Father Complex" in some detail. He suggested that for the adolescent boy in 

general, and Freud in particular,  

  yearning for the comforting comradeship of the father 

  turns into a frightening prospect at adolescence, when 

  the regressive pull to the state of dependency on the 

  paternal savior grows in intensity...This psychic constellation 
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   is experienced by the adolescent as an intolerable conflict.. 

  the infantile remnants of the male father complex must be 

  settled with finality ... The effort to avert the danger of  

  regression ... is recognizable in the urgent adolescent 

  striving toward freedom, independence, and self-determination. 

  427, ellipses added) 

 Blos suggests that Freud's father attachment was left unresolved during his 

adolescence (p.434). He was left with a wish to surpass his father in his way of 

fathering, especially in the way he wished to provide a scientific fatherhood upon 

some successor. Blos describes Freud as bedeviled by his father's expectations of 

greatness from him, wishing to gratify these dreams but frightened by the regressive 

pull of the wish for comradeship it would entail. Elsewhere Blos (1985) emphasized 

the dyadic conflict as the matrix for the adolescent boy’s final structuralization of his 

ego ideal. This refers to a boy’s taking upon himself as an attitude towards himself the 

admiration and aspirations felt from his father. This seemingly innocent step involves 

a conflict because of the boy’s fear of slipping into excessive dependency upon 

fulfilling his father’s goals for him and thereby being consoled, but at the cost of the 

boy’s own independent aspirations. 

 I am suggesting that Freud's attitude towards God became consolidated on the 

basis of this adolescent Father complex. The specific drama is that of a young man 

who, developmentally, can neither afford to acknowledge his need for dependent 

consolation, nor fully dispense with it. Perhaps romantic disappointment foreclosed 

alternative resolutions – Freud lost his secret sweetheart Gisela Fluss to another suitor 

during just this period (see Boehlich, Introduction, Freud and Silberstein, 1990, pp. xx 

ff). The conflict proved beyond resolution at the time and became frozen as a 

repetitive drama, a symptom. In this constellation, Freud is anything but indifferent. 

He “picks a fight” we might say. This way he is in constant contact with God, always 
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actively denying Him. This is reminiscent of the “dialogical negating” defined by 

Fisch ( 1993). 

I would like to add several suggestions that I have elaborated upon elsewhere 

(Flashman, 1993). First, Freud’s attitude towards his people is colored by his attitude 

towards their common “Father”. For the Jews group cohesion and survival will 

depend upon the illusion of equal love by God, and the imaginative replacement of 

God with the hero, presumably Moses. As Freud sets out so systematically to deny 

God  -and later Moses - it would be fair to ask what he offers in their place. In 

negating God, Freud came to question what could possibly keep Jews together as a 

people. It is precisely this contradiction which he expressed in the enigmatic self-

definition "Godless Jew." (Gay, 1987). He saw his own Jewishness as a reality and 

hence something he would not deny, but he resisted all would - be solutions to fill in 

the "gap" in the Jewish world created by this God - denying. And I believe that this 

very God - denying was informed with the problem of being a Jewish God - denier 

and understanding the potential consequences of this denying upon his Jewishness. To 

this extent, I see the term "Godless Jew" as irreducible. It expresses the problem 

succintly, but I prefer to see this question as one that Freud characteristically left 

unanswered. I do not think Freud offered ant ready solution, certainly not 

psychoanalysis as a new Godless Jewish religion (contra Yerushalmi (1991, p. 99). 

 Second, I believe that this configuration deepens our understanding of the 

inner pathos of Freud’s identification with the Biblical Joseph and his life-long 

preoccupation with the figure of Moses. Joseph, I am proposing, evokes the image of 

a young man prepared to face adversities without calling upon the consolations and 

promises with which God has pampered the three previous generations. The three 

“forefathers” received promises and consolations at every juncture. Joseph is the first 

to find himself repeatedly in difficult straits without a single word of Divine 

encouragement or solace. This radical change in relating to God constitutes a kind of 
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negating of the God of the fathers. As for his brothers, Joseph seems perpetually 

seeking them from his earliest appearance in the narrative. (37:12-17) Later, as he 

orchestrates the drama of his brothers' meeting with him, we are struck by his 

consistent effort to facilitate a return to a relationship of brotherhood despite his 

extraordinarily asymmetrical position. The Midrash catches the richness fully in its 

expansion of Joseph’s final affirmation that he will not take revenge on his brothers 

after Jacob’s death: 

  If I kill you, they will all say you can't trust that one. 

  He didn't keep faith with his own brothers, with whom 

  will he keep faith? 

  And they'll say: those were not his brothers. He found 

  any old group of fellows and claimed they were his brothers. 

  The proof, in the end he cooked up an excuse and did them in. 

  And he said: Should I be the adversary (antidikos) of my father, 

  he gave birth for me to bury? 

                       Should I become the adversary of God? God 

  blesses and I diminish?  (Bereshit Rabbah 100:9 translation AJF) 

Moses shares some of these characteristics with Joseph (see Young-Bruehl, 1998, 

p.30) . Moses neither requires or receives consolation He surpasses God in the manner 

in which he assumes more responsibility for God's interests than does God Himself. 

In this he could be seen as surpassing and negating the God of the fathers. 

 I conclude with a possible parapraxis of the adolescent Freud.  In a letter to 

Silberstein he jokingly suggests that he is responsible for his sisters' failure to 

correspond reliably with his friend, despite his efforts.  

  I have in accordance with the biblical saying, "For thou 

  shalt heap coals of fire on his head," Psalms 33.12, done 

  my utmost to persuade the young ladies to write. (p.76 ) 
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The imaginary quotation is really a paraphrase of Proverbs 25:22 or Romans 12:20. 

The letter was dated December 2, 1874 and is the first letter signed Sigmund after the 

Sigismund series. What about Psalm 33.12, which is here "quoted" and negated? 

  Happy is the people whose God is the Lord 

  The people He has chosen as His inheritors. 

I suggest that it is precisely this “happy” comfort that Freud can neither accept nor 

fully relinquish. As he “negates” this verse, he is locked in dialogic negation of God. 
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